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When Work Culture and Ministry
Collide
Brett C. Hoover, CSP, Ph.D.

I

n a recent study of Chicago parish leadership, staff
members speak of "being busy" as the most challenging obstacle to effective ministry. The insight
came from the examination of a leadership renewal
process called INSPIRE (Identify, Nurture and Sustain
Pastoral Imagination through Resources for Excellence).
"Time is just critical here," said one participating parish
staff member. "No one has enough of it." Many spoke
of being tired, overworked, or farigued, too busy to care
properly for their health or families. The school principal at a parish lamented, "It's a big parish. It's busy, and
you can't get away."
Why are parish staffs so busy? It frequently has a
negative impact on the quality of ministry. Parish leadership teams cannot find time to refiect, to evaluate, to
meet together or even to prepare properly for their ministry. What are people so busy doing?
In these pages I conclude that the culture of work
in the United States has negatively affected parish leadership. Parish staffs, like other workers in the U.S., focus
on task rather than on a larger Catholic mission such
as community-building, faith formation or evangelization. Parish staffs also work in the individualistic style of
U.S. society, where most activity is autonomous rather
than interdependent. I propose remedies to this "work
culture" of parishes and explore how remedies might be
integrated into the pedagogy of seminaries and schools
of ministry. The data for all these come from a yearlong
examination of forty parishes of the Archdiocese of Chicago who participated in the INSPIRE process.

Background and design
According to its own literature, "INSPIRE assists
pastoral leadership teams in the Archdiocese of Chicago
as they build capacity for collaborative pastoral leadership." Practically, this translates to 1) inserting parish
consultants—persons with organizational development

The culture of work in the
United States has negatively
affected parish leadership.

(OD) and pastoral ministry experience—into parishes to
help staffs refiect on their work and learning, 2) holding
convocations to promote networking and effective ministry and 3) offering grants to parish teams to facilitate
learning and team development. INSPIRE uses the term
"parish leadership team" rather than "parish staff" to
recognize the variety of arrangements in parishes. Not
all parishes have the large, professional ministry staff associated with middle class, suburban parishes.
With funding from the Lilly Endowment, the author was invited to research the INSPIRE program. Our
study of INSPIRE included examination of over 350
parish reports, 85 interviews with team members and
consultants, a parish case study and the original parish
applications for INSPIRE. The research design began
with study of the social practices (habits of action) of
parish leadership teams, hoping to recognize patterns.
This design follows the pattern of practical theology.
American theologian Richard Osmer explains practical
theology as a query into the life of a Christian community, asking: "What is going on? Why is it going on?
What ought to be going on? How might we respond?"
British theologians John Swinton and Harriet Mowat
define practical theology thus:
Practical theology is critical, theological refiection
on the practices of the Church as they interact with
the practices of the world, with a view to ensuring and
enabling faithfiil participation in God's redemptive practices in, to, and for the world.
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Practical theology makes use of qualitative research
and social scientific theory to investigate social practices.
With the research into INSPIRE, we hoped to 1) elicit
parish leadership team practices in context that prove
effective in fostering interdependent leadership and promoting parish mission, 2) identify the ecclesiological
themes emerging from parish narratives and 3) make
practical recommendations rooted in our findings. The
focus in this article remains on the first part though reference is made to the other two.

In trying to understand
the consistent narrative of
"being busy" in INSPIRE
parishes, we found
people not just busy but
"consumed by work."

Thie Culture of Work in Parishes
In trying to understand the consistent narrative
of "being busy" in INSPIRE parishes, we found people
not just busy but "consumed by work." One woman on
a parish team said, "Being a lay person in ministry . . .
the Church can swallow up your life." At another parish, someone said, "Most on the team are workaholics."
Some of this can be traced to changes in the structure of work life and complementary changes in volunteerism. Sociologists Jerry Jacobs and Kathleen Gerson
note that while individuals work the same number of
hours as thirty years ago such work feels different for
families as women have entered the paid workforce in
greater numbers. About 60% of married couples are
dual earning now. At the same time, parenting has become more activity-centered and demanding, especially
for the middle class professionals that tend to work the

most number of hours.' British practical theologian Helen Cameron has also noted how an increase of women
in the paid workforce, more employed retirees and longer hours spent commuting have decreased the pool of
church volunteers.^ The sociologist Robert Putnam has
written about the generational phasing out of a committed older generation of volunteers in churches and other
organizations.^ All this dovetails with the professionalization of church work in the United States so that, especially in middle class enclaves, more responsibility for
ministry ends up in the hands of paid professional staff.
Yet, in INSPIRE parishes, even more remarkable
was the influence of American work culture, especially
its focus on work as task. I speak of a culture of work
because, as sociologist Steve Derné shows, cultures shape
human life by providing us with social frameworks that

Figure 1: Practical theology in the INSPIRE Research Project
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make certain activities and ideas imaginable and others unimaginable.'' Tasks are eminently imaginable in
the dominant American culture, even to the point of
excluding the perspectives of theory and context. According to psychologist Edward Stewart and intercultural
communication specialist Milton Bennett, this culture
promotes operational thinking: "The American approach
is functional and emphasizes solving problems and accomplishing tasks. The measure of success lies in the
consequences of concept-driven action."'
Parish leadership teams in INSPIRE could not escape thinking in these operational terms. A pastor said
of his team at a multicultural parish, "We're here; we
work. We work and it's always task-oriented." A business manager at a Hispanic parish echoed that: "We've
spoken about it. I think it was sometime in July of last
year. How we felt about our environment and the feelings expressed were like it's work. It's work and that's all
it was, work." This complaint arose across parish boundaries of culture, ethnicity and social class. At a middle
class mostly white parish, a lay staff member said, "My
sense is we are immediately onto task."
The focus on task makes achievement feel like one
of the only concrete markers of success. Lay staff members in particular likely fear that if they cannot demonstrate their success through accomplishment of tasks
their pastor may dismiss them as "unnecessary" workers.
Over a quartet of parishes in our project experienced
involuntary dismissals. Robert Bellah and his colleagues
note how achievement of tasks relates to people's sense
of themselves: "Work traces one's progress through life
by achievement and advancement in an occupation. It
yields a self defined by a broader sort of success, which
takes in social standing and prestige, and by a sense of
expanding power and competency that renders work itself a source of self-esteem."''
The devotion to task remained so intense in
parishes that people found it difficult to escape. One
suburban parish team made a commitment to not
speak of "business" on their retreat, but they could not
keep from doing it. Many people could not keep from
thinking about work, even when they were at home
with their families. Meetings were seen as distractions
from real work. More than one team member thought
of caring for his or her self as something else to do,
another burdensome task. This became clear in several
parishes when people refused to commit to personal
learning (e.g., spiritual direction, exercise, weight loss),
even though it involved a grant of money: "We just on
Monday talked about [the] personal learning plan and

there were several people who felt that doing something
would be just something else they needed to do and
didn't feel that they had time for one more thing in
their lives."
r

The focus on tasks
contradicts Roman Catholic
thinking about both work
and ministry. . . . This shift
of orientation from task
to reflection resulted in a
more relational approach to
ministry.
The intensity of a work culture of task also made
it difficult for team members to understand what INSPIRE was about—since the process focused more on
leadership and collaboration than on specific tasks.
INSPIRE seemed neither concrete nor practical. A lay
woman at a wealthy parish said, "I had thought that
INSPIRE was more task-oriented. Meaning, I had even
gone back and re-read the stuff that had come and still
found out I wasn't clear as to what it really was going
to be . . . I think it's kind of vague." A pastor found it
nearly impossible to explain INSPIRE to his staff.
We noted factors that exacerbated this work culture of task in parishes. One was the work habits and
approach of the pastor. We also saw the infiuence of
business-otiented models of leadership. Some parishes
had corporate-minded business or operations managers with "zero understanding of church." In two very
large parishes—one urban and the other suburban—the
finance council was seen to overrule the decisions of
the pastoral ministry staff A wealthy parish eschewed
INSPIRE's consultants to hire from a major Chicago
business school.

Task and Cultures in the United States
Given the frequent observation of this task-orientation as a phenomenon in the dominant culture of the
United States, we might expect to find it in mostly Anglo (Euro-American) parishes. Yet almost all the parishes
studied in Chicago exhibited the work culture of task—
poor and rich, Anglo, Polish, African-American and Hispanic. No doubt some will see the work culture of task
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as a sign of cultural assimilation in immigrant cultures.
Little evidence, however, suggests that parish leadership
of color has adjusted completely to dominant American
values and practices. An avalanche of contemporary data
suggests the persistence of ethnicity and ethnic cultures,
including among the Mexican and Polish immigrants
that populate many Ghicago parishes.^ Many contemporary theories of immigrant incorporation describe the
incorporation process as occurring in different segments
of life, with immigrants making choices about what
they want and do not want to adopt.^ Theologian Gary
Riebe-Estrella suggests that language and work ethic
may be among the first adaptations families make. After
all, most immigrants specifically come to the United
States to work. Riebe-Estrella argues that religious orientations and family organization may be among the last
things to be affected by the dominant culture.'

Ministry that avoids
interdependent action
essentially replaces an
ecclesiology of community
with individualism. It
circumvents the spiritual
bonds forged by the Holy
Spirit within the Church.

Problems with the Culture of Task
The culture of task exacted a significant cost on
parish leadership teams. It prevented them from gaining a larger perspective on their ministries. "We work
and work without taking a step back to see and hear,"
said one woman. "We often find ourselves responding
to the issue at the moment or focusing on short-term
goals," wrote a team on their INSPIRE application. A
large Hispanic parish described one of their greatest
challenges as "a danger of losing perspective." A lay staff
member said in an interview, "I think, especially when
you've done this work for so long, you begin to—it just
all kind of rolls into one big lump and you're somewhere in the middle trying to find a way through."
This loss of perspective resulted in a reactive strategy for
ministers, focusing on immediate problems and concerns
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without any long-term plan or vision. A consultant
characterized a parish's challenge thus: "I have suggested
that they talk about these issues at their meetings, but I
know they attend to the day to day, with no planning
and decision making or problem solving."
The focus on tasks contradicts Roman Gatholic
thinking about both work and ministry. In John Paul
II's encyclical on work, Lahorem exercens, he speaks of a
"gospel of work" that challenges the customary ways we
value what we do: "The basis for determining the value
of human work is not primarily the kind of work being done but the fact that the one who is doing it is a
person." In the intense personalism of the former pope,
the dignity of the human being remains the ultimate
standard of judgment: "However true it may be that
man is destined for work and called to it, in the first
place work is 'for man' and not man 'for work."' {Laborem exercens 6). The U.S. bishops similarly affirm that
the value of ministry lies in people not tasks: "Ministry
is diverse and, at the same time, profoundly relational.
This is so because ministry has its source in the triune
God and because it takes shape within the Ghutch understood as a communion. . . . Through their sacramental initiation all are established in a personal relationship
with Ghrist and in a network of relationships within the
communion of the People of God."'" Excessive focus on
task serves as a reversal of a Ghristian order based on
human dignity. Task orientation is simply a microcosm
of the larger economic order based erroneously on production rather than people. Theologian Roberto Goizueta notes, "If the act of production is the prototypical
human activity, then all human activity will tend to be
judged by the criteria of production. . . . Human life
will be viewed and valued as the means or instrument
through which we produce a desirable product, whether
that product is income and profit, food, or the classless
society.""

Addressing the Culture of Task
With parish leaders trapped in a work culture of
task, INSPIRE served best as a means of awakening
people from that culture. It enabled them to stretch
their notion of work beyond the ethos of the dominant
culture. They felt empowered to "step back" from their
work to replenish themselves. Parish leadership team
members found that INSPIRE forced them to take time
to reflect on their lives as individuals and their ministry
as a team.
An opportunity for personal reflection provided
dramatic learning for participants. One woman said.
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"Having someone ask me questions about what is it that
I needed, and what are some of the things I was struggling with, I was honestly shocked at what came out of
my mouth." A consultant said of one parish team, "Several members have dealt with the busyness and noise of
their lives and reprioritizing their time and energy. One
staff member admitted, 'I realized the need to start uncomplicating my life so that I am better able to see and
experience God.'"
For others, a process of team reflection served as
the greatest benefit. A youth minister said of her group,
"It was like we had to step back so we could start from
the same place, which I think is a good thing." Another lay staff member said, "Because now when I look
at INSPIRE, I know it had to do with leadership but
it also seems to be more of a time to learn more, not
to just do a task . . . to give ourselves to really look at
things and to take a look at who are. Because, see, I
don't think we would have done that." For one parish,
the ways such reflection time renewed perspective was
invaluable. "We have realized that there are new ways
to approach every situation. We are not tied to the way
things were done in the past." A pastor summed up the
effects of INSPIRE: "After we got involved with IN-

0

SPIRE, there was something that was more present and
active and intentional and practical in all activities that
we did."
For many, this shift of orientation from task to
reflection resulted in a more relational approach to ministry. A business manager became more aware of other
people's feelings in his work. A man coordinating community service work expressed it well:
[We appreciated] knowing that you had the
support from others that were there, that were
probably always there, but you're not realizing
that because you get so consumed in what you
are doing. But I think what this has allowed
us to do is to say, 'Wait a minute. I do have
someone else that I can go to.' Or I have that
extension of not only what I want to do, but
also what they want to do in regards to helping the community as a whole.
INSPIRE also challenged the odd divorce between
parish ministry and faith effected by task orientation.
One of the consultants asked a wealthy, white, urban
parish, "How would you describe yourselves as a spiri-
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tual community?" He described their response: "It just
blew them away. They hadn't thought of that." Said one
pastor of his staff, "We were not intentional in saying,
okay, we are a spiritual community." A pastor at a suburban multicultural parish pushed his team to make correlations between their activities and the gospel message:
"Because if we lost track of that, if we lose track of why
we're doing what we're doing, if we're only connected to
the institution, we'll get way lost."

Priests fail as pastors if they
do not have interpersonal
skills for active listening,
group facilitation, reading
people's emotions and
knowing how to consistently
communicate a pastoral
vision. Ineffective pastors
focus almost all of their
attention on task, which
leads them away from the
concerns of their people.

Several INSPIRE parishes began praying at meetings as part of their commitment to the process, often
spurred on by a consultant. One INSPIRE parish decided to alternate meetings focused on business and meetings focused on their spiritual growth together. Some
found that retreats helped their team not only bond
to one another but also "pray, relax, and be spiritually
renewed together as a group." It helped one team think
less on their individual work and more on their common commitment to service. One parish very early on
in the process "noted that it was great to pray together
without agenda or work to do."

Ministerial Isolation
American work culture also produced in parishes
what I call a "culture of ministerial isolation." Seventeen
of the 40 parishes explicitly reported having struggles
with people going their own way in ministry rather
than viewing ministry as an interdependent reality. "We
sometimes become isolated in our own ministries and
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don't appear interested or aware or involved in each
other's ministries," said another. A staff member said
in one city parish, "We are all told to stay in our compartments." A pastor said about working together, "We
didn't even know how to talk about it." One parish development director called this the "island mentality." A
volunteer minister called it "isolated departments." INSPIRE consultants made use of the business term, "the
silo mentality."
A number of parish practices were associated with
ministerial isolation. In several parishes, people tended
to avoid interaction with one another. This happened
especially where staff members did not trust the pastor
and felt, as a result, that their jobs might be on the line.
A consultant reported, "Members [are] keeping their
head down and just doing their jobs." Many teams additionally found it difficult to connect their ministry
with the work of the parish council, finance council
or ministry boards or commissions. Others engaged
in what the business consultant Patrick Lencioni calls
"show and tell meetings."'^ Each team member reported
on his or her own work but did not relate it to a common mission and common goals.
While business consultants find fault with isolation for productivity reasons, ministerial isolation creates
theological problems for parishes. Basic to the notion
of the human person in Catholic social teaching is our
social narure. We are not really autonomous, self-reliant
beings. Faith itself is a fundamentally communitarian
endeavor:
God, however, does not make people holy and
save them merely as individuals, without bond
or link between one another. Rather has it
pleased Him to bring humankind together as
one people, a people which acknowledges Him
in truth and serves Him in holiness. {Lumen
gentium 9)
This opposition to isolation comes across in both
the People of God ecclesiology of Lumen gentium and
the subsequent emphasis on communio as the center of
Vatican II ecclesiology.'^ In either case, ministry that
avoids interdependent action essentially replaces an
ecclesiology of community with individualism. It circumvents the spiritual bonds forged by the Holy Spirit
within the Church.
Without a doubt, ministerial isolation is rooted
in the dominant culture of the United States. For that
culture, human beings exist not in a web of community
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or tradition but in order to create an autonomous self'^
According to Bellah and his associates, work remains a
key means for this self-innovation. He calls it:
Work, the realm, par excellence, of utilitarian
individualism. Traditionally, men, and today
women as well, are supposed to show that in
the occupational world they can stand on their
own two feet and be self-supporting."
Culture is in part a matter of what we find imaginable and unimaginable. Many Americans can only
conceive of work as a zone of individual achievement.
A consultant said of one parish, "It had been so embedded in them to be able to work autonomously." One
might call it the "default" setting of the culture. Working together for the sake of a common vision remains
unusual, strange. It has to be taught.
INSPIRE did teach it. Consultants pushed hard to
persuade parish leadership teams to see their ministry in
terms of interdependence. An artist at one parish said
of INSPIRE, "I was thinking, 'What am I doing with
all these seminars and workshops? I just want to paint
these icons.' But it has made me realize that being in
a team, I just feel the machine will operate a little bit
smoother." Team members learned to help one another,
to decide major directions together, and to relate their
activities to a shared pastoral vision. They developed
common goals and steps to achieve them. They went on
retreats together to solidify their common commitment.
Several parishes developed a common project they could
all participate in—Lenten worship, a parish anniversary
celebration, a volunteer appreciation night.
A lay ecclesial minister, chuckling, said of her suburban multicultural parish: "WTiat INSPIRE was helping
us to do was to move the tectonic plates to collide and
coincide with each other." A youth minister at another
parish said, "[The individualistic model] worked well,
but it didn't necessarily use all the strengths of everyone
for the whole parish. Now I feel like our desire is that
the whole pastoral team has input and not only input
but, I guess, involvement in things for the parish." Because of the cultural default, however, this new view of
ministry did not always stick. The suburban lay ecclesial
minister admitted, "I think because we have not followed through with it, we have separated [the tectonic
plates]."

Pastoral Vision
Patrick Lencioni spoke about isolation in work

thus: "In most situations, silos rise up not because of
what executives are doing purposefully but because of
what they are failing to do: provide themselves and
their employees with a compelling context for working
together.""' In our study, we identified the ministerial
equivalent of this "compelling context" as a pastoral vision. The organizational leadership scholar Helen Cooper
Jackson describes effective organizations as those whose
"total organization is involved in the creation of a shared
vision for the organization's future."''' The work culture
of task and ministerial isolation creates in parishes an
acute need for an effective common vision of parish life.
A pastor said of INSPIRE, "There is a lot of visioning
that goes on. We do a lot of just task-oriented work just
to keep the parish running. And so, INSPIRE has really
given us a reason to move some of the visions forward,
which is why I think it's a great success."

Seminary and diocesan
leadership take doctrinal
orthodoxy and appropriate
sexual boundaries seriously,
but they do not worry about
whether or not a priest-to-be
can stir parishioners with a
vision of parish mission and
life or lead them through a
group process. They should.
Parish staff members often remained unconscious
of their reasons for doing what they did, but they were
not directionless. As one staff member noted, "We all
operate out of some vision, whether it's stated or not."
One parish uncovered their unstated vision and found
it wanting. A consultant quoted the pastor: "We can no
longer be a service station. You know, you come here,
you get your gas and move on. This is a family. This is
a community and as a stafif we have to start communicating this." Too often, the unstated vision in parishes
seemed to be simply keeping buildings and programs
going. A successful vision required more of a spiritual
challenge. An Anglo suburban parish described their
situation: "Everybody was quite polite and they would
answer or talk about their particular ministry, but it
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wasn't as much of a wrestle or challenge or there wasn't
as much discussion or debate. It was to give information.
A pastoral vision has to be not only a challenge
but a gospel response to the particular socio-economic
and cultural circumstances of the parish. It is an adaptation of the mission of the Universal Church to a specific
locality. As Helen Cameron puts it, "Local churches
that see mission as the essence of what they ate about
will be changing in response to their context, the surrounding culture and their dialogue with the Bible and
tradition."'^ One Hispanic parish focused on the holistic
health of the people in its poor, immigrant neighborhood. Another Hispanic parish became so identified
with community outreach to its needy parishioners that
the INSPIRE director said, "In some ways, you just cannot separate the parish from the community." A Polish
parish committed itself to the evangelization of young
people in the Polish community. An Anglo parish without much cultural diversity challenged themselves to
be more attentive to the global picture, taking on sister
parishes in Appalachian Kentucky and Uganda.
Many Chicago area parishes experienced a significant drop in attendance and commitment. As a result,
about a quarter of INSPIRE patishes focused their pastoral vision on hospitality or evangelization. At least one
parish focused more narrowly on increasing Sunday attendance. That pastoral vision lacks a larger spiritual rationale. It serves as a gut-level response to a thinly veiled
panic about the viability of a parish. On the other hand,
a full vision of hospitality developed in the language of
faith animates a parish. One pastor said, "So every opportunity is that outreach, but the outreach—I'm not
talking to the least common denominator—I'm trying
to take them inside the mystery." Visions expressed in
these kinds of terms live in liturgy and in outreach, and
they are exciting enough that people can take it to the
different ministries and inspire hope.

Eiements of a successfui vision
Against the backdrop of ministerial isolation, we
should note that a pastoral vision has to be shared to
be effective. A consultant said of one pastor, "He was
visionary in his approach, but he would not share the
details of his plan, as if he cotild not trust everyone
with those details." Provoking team conversation about
mission proved crucial to parish leadership renewal.
A consultant summarized the point: "You had a mix
of people new and [those who] had been there a long
time, and they all recognized and knew that they had to
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create and have the same vision. Because if they didn't
have the same vision . . . then it wouldn't happen." A
consolidated parish team lamented the lack of consensus
over their pastoral vision. Some parishes made use of
town hall meetings to involve patishioners in developing
a vision and living it. Some parishes facilitated the sharing of the vision through guiding images or metaphors.
They spoke of parish as home, as "a committed community instead of a service station," and as a community
dedicated to "sharing Christ with Love" (abbreviated
SCL). These techniques made a pastoral vision emotionally salient and easier for team and parishioners to
remember.
Successñil patishes had not only a strong sense of
vision, but they also followed up on it. One parish that
focused on evangelization embodied it by concentrating
resources and efforts in formation of their ministers. A
large urban parish divided themselves up into teams for
each element of their pastoral vision. An Anglo pastor
declared the importance of integrating everything a parish does into the larger common vision: "I think what
we're noticing is that we use everything we do to constantly reinforce what we're about."
Most of the time, the pastor drove the process of
making and communicating a pastoral vision. A staff
member said of her pastor, "One of the first things that
stuck in my mind that Father said is, 'we're a people of
the plaza; the plaza out in front of church. We welcome;
we greet; we're open to everyone and we model that as
a staff too; we're people of the plaza.'" Some pastors facilitated the development of a vision rather than articulating it themselves. A new pastor spent a yeat listening
to his patishioners, another yeat working on getting the
parish to listen to itself, and then he initiated a process
to develop a vision.

Confronting work culture at the seminary
The "work culture" of the United States is a powerful force on parish staffs today, perhaps especially on
priests. One pastor worried about the influence of business models on newly ordained priests: "A lot are second
career priests and they come from the business world,
but they also don't know that being a priest is different
from being a business person." A group of pastors advising us noted that the male environment of the diocesan
seminary (imitating business perhaps) upholds competition and discourages admission of weakness. They also
told us that post-seminary pastor training tends to emphasize finance and personnel but glosses over pastoral
concerns like vision and communication.

When Work Culture and Ministry Collide

The success of INSPIRE demonstrates that the
practices that combat task orientation and ministerial isolation can be taught. Gonsultants helped pastors
form a strong pastoral vision. The INSPIRE emphasis
on learning (including spiritual direction) encouraged
greater conscious reflection, and the promotion of staff
retreats provided opportunities for team planning and
reflection (as well as common prayer and faith sharing).
Efforts to encourage purely social gatherings of team
members steered them away from an exclusive focus on
task, and they increased that trust which facilitates the
development of a common pastoral vision and common
goals. But can such practices be taught in the seminary?
The U.S. Gatholic bishops' Program for Priestly
Formation (PPF) apparently thinks so. Seminary formation is explicitly not about tasks but spirituality: "Eormation, as the Ghurch understands it, is not equivalent
to a secular sense of schooling or, even less, job training.
Formation is first and foremost cooperation with the
grace of God" (68). The PPF is also clear about avoiding ministerial isolation: "Pastoral ministry is primarily
directed to a community and then to individuals within
that community" (239). While the PPF acknowledges
that seminarians must learn leadership skills (239, 280)
in order to encourage and promote faithful, interdependent ministry, it focuses little attention on their practical
development. It contains almost no practical norms for
leadership development but many for formal theological
study.
Our research at Ghicago parishes found that leadership skills are crucial to a parish ministry not caught
up in task or isolation. Priests fail as pastors if they do
not have interpersonal skills for active listening, group
facilitation, reading people's emotions and knowing how
to consistently communicate a pastoral vision. Ineffective pastors focus almost all of their attention on task,
which leads them away from the concerns of their
people. Many pastors in our study misjudged the impact
of their words and actions on others; some could not
see their own authority over lay ecclesial ministers they
alone can employ or discharge. Some covered up their
low social intelligence by dismissing such non-administrative leadership skills as "touchy-feely" or unmanly.
The relevant skills, however, can be taught in seminary formation. Field education facilitators and internship supervisors traditionally work on developing these
skills, but sometimes their work receives little emphasis.
Pastoral theology departments remain understaffed.
Some faculty members disparage the work of field educators or reduce pastoral theology to psychotherapy.

Those of us engaged in the
formation of priests have
a responsibility to see no
one graduates from the
seminary without necessary
leadership skiils. If they
do not learn them there,
many will lead according
to the task-oriented and
individualist standards of
the culture. That we cannot
afford.
Perhaps more troubling, field and internship supervisors
receive insufficient guidance on evaluating seminarians'
leadership skills. Pressured by the demand for more
priests, formators downplay or even dismiss the constructive criticism of interested laypeople. Seminary and
diocesan leadership take doctrinal orthodoxy and appropriate sexual boundaries seriously, but they do not worry
about whether or not a priest-to-be can stir parishioners
with a vision of parish mission and life or lead them
through a group process. They should.
Happily, leadership skills like these can be inculcated in almost any setting. In fact, we should not restrict
them to field education programs. Faculty and formators
can structure already existing curricula to give students
more opportunity to practice necessary skills. Students
can facilitate discussions in their classes to hone their
group facilitation skills. They can engage in frequent
group work to counter tendencies toward ministerial isolation. Formators can ask students to create model pastoral vision statements for different environments within
the diocese. Faculty can shape assignments to require
consultation of laypeople outside the seminary. Faculty
can pray at the beginning of class to place everything in
a spiritual context. They can note connections between
their theological subjects and the practical details of parish leadership. For example, systematic theologians can
remind students that communio requires both a vigorous
sense of common mission and the promotion of relationships within the parish.
It is not enough just to "be busy" in ministry, as
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almost all of the people involved in our study said they
were. Not everyone who works a lot works well for the
common good. This is not to suggest that most priests
are not in high demand or do not serve both generously
and competently. In fact, the best practices recounted
here can all be traced back to specific Chicago pastors
who led their flocks with exceptional grace and skill.
None of us is perfect, and all of us are on a pilgrim
journey toward God's Kingdom. But when some leaders—priests or lay ecclesial ministers—remain incompetent or ill trained, we all suffer by association. More
importantly, God's people suffer. Those of us engaged
in the formation of priests have a responsibility to see
no one graduates from the seminary without necessary
leadership skills. If they do not learn them there, many
will lead according to the task-oriented and individualist
standards of the culture. That we cannot afford.
Brett C. Hoover, CSP, Ph.D., is visiting assistant
professor of theological studies at Loyola Marymount University in Los Angeles. From 2010-11
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